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Introduction 
In this report, the lighting application of music festival lighting will be discussed and analysed. First, the lighting 

application will be explained more elaborately. Secondly, topics such as the value framework, basic human 

needs and economy paradigms will be covered. Finally, a possible improvement of this application will be 

introduced.  

  

  



Lighting Application 
The application which will be discussed in this report is music festival lighting. I chose this application because I 

really love to go to festivals and every time I am astonished by the amazing light installations which are used. 

For me, these lights have an added value to such a festival. Moreover, I think that when these lights are not 

present, the urge to go to a music festival would not be as big as it is right now.  

Music festival lighting consists of not just a single lamp, but a whole set of lamps working together in order to 

create a pleasant atmosphere for festival visitors to enjoy. Music festival lighting is most of the times adjusted 

to the type of festival which is being organised. The illustrations below show two different music festivals. 

Figure 1 shows a concert of the rock band U2 in 2012, and figure 2 shows a DJ set on the Electric Daisy Festival 

in 2014. The lighting for both of these festivals differ from each other because of the different audiences 

attending the festival. Both of these audiences have needs that do not differ a lot from each other. At a rock 

concert for example, lights are much more focussed on the performers than at a DJ set. At a DJ set, the lighting 

is more audience-focussed. Sometimes, the design of the stage allows more lighting to be on the performers. 

Note that the light focus on the performers is also a need for the users who are in this case the festival visitors, 

as they want to see how the performers do their thing.  

 

The light installations used at these festivals consist of multiple different lights. These can all be manually 

controlled but can also be programmed in order to create certain effects. Common lights used are for example: 

moving heads, laser lighting, scanners and spots. All of these create a different mood for the user.   

 

 

 

 

 

A scenario of use is mostly found at festivals such as the abovementioned. Here, either a light jockey controls 

the lights or the lights are programmed beforehand. Together, the lights create a certain atmosphere for the 

audience which will be adapted to the different genres or styles of the performer. In this way, the show will be 

even more attractive to watch or will let people enjoy their time. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1 Figure 2 
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Value Framework 
In this section, the value framework of music festival lighting will be discussed.  

User 

- Economy: The economic value of music festival lighting lies in the purchase of the festival ticket, which 

includes not only the appreciation for the performer(s), but also the interest in the whole light show 

around it. Festival visitors are willing to pay a lot of money for these tickets. 

- Psychology: Psychological value of this application lies in the happiness obtained by the users while at 

a festival. Imagine a festival without any professional lighting. It would look really dull compared to an 

event with the use of festival lighting. This creates happiness for the user. 

- Sociology: People get a feeling of belonging while dancing in these lights, because the lighting used is 

the same for everyone. In this way, sociological value is created. 

- Ecology: The ecological value for users is not really present, because these lights are not meant to 

reduce one’s eco-footprint. 

Organisation 

- Economy: The lighting company assigned to install their lighting at a festival gets payed a lot of money 

in order to develop themselves and gain profit.  

- Psychology: Every time a lighting company is assigned to do the job, they will do their utmost to create 

something appealing. The employees are motivated to be a part of such a big project, leading to 

psychological value for the organisation.  

- Sociology: Lighting companies will try to satisfy the needs of the society, thus resulting in credit for the 

organisations. They thrive for giving the user a great experience. 

- Ecology:  The organisation installing the lights does not provide any ecological benefit in my opinion, 

they just install them. The organisation manufacturing the lights do, because they have to make sure 

the production is not polluting. 

Ecosystem 

- Economy: This is an interesting point, because the festival lighting does not really provide any financial 

stability to the ecosystem. It is the whole market around it which does that. 

- Psychology: In this ecosystem, all stakeholders work together in order to achieve the highest value 

possible. For example, the person controlling the lights has to make sure the performer(s) feel 

comfortable at any time. This also holds for the users who would not like to have these lights directed 

in their faces. Therefore, the whole ecosystem is aware of what should and should not be done. 

- Sociology: As explained above, everyone involved is interdependent. Every stakeholder will eventually 

be paid through value, depending on what their contribution was. The user is for example paid in 

value through a good light show. 

- Ecology: Sustainability is not clearly present in this ecosystem. The ecosystem of music festival lighting 

is not focussed on these kind of aspects. 

Society 

- Economy: Due to the wealth of the society, the people are able to enjoy themselves on festivals at 

which these lights are present. This results in wellbeing for especially the festival visitors.  

- Psychology: As mentioned above, wellbeing is present in the society. 

- Sociology: A meaningful life is not something that can explicitly be defined here. 

- Ecology: Music festival lighting can provide inspiration for individuals, leading to possible innovations. 

 

 

 



This table can be created by categorising every aspect in the value framework:  

 User Organisation Ecosystem Society 

Economy High cost 
purchases 

Profit through 
development 

No real  financial 
stability by itself 

Wellbeing through 
welfare 

Psychology Happiness 
obtained 

Motivation for 
employees 

Stakeholders 
working together for 
value 

Wellbeing 

Sociology Belonging Thrive for good 
experience 

Reciprocity -  

Ecology -  Production is not 
polluting 

-  Inspiration leading 
to innovation 

 

  



Basic Human Needs 
The basic human needs are: autonomy, competency, relatedness, stimulation, popularity and security. The 

needs will be analysed from the perspective of the festival visitor. Every need is ordered from most relevant to 

least relevant. 

1. Stimulation 

This need is most important regarding festival lighting. The lights are meant to stimulate the festival visitors to 

start dancing and have a nice time through creating a dynamic atmosphere. When festival visitors experience 

these different scenarios, they might adapt their own behaviour.  

2. Security 

Festival lighting does not serve the purpose of securing the festival visitors, although it might have a slight 

securing function. The lighting does provide enough light in order to see each other and make sure there are no 

malignant people around.  

3. Relatedness 

Festival visitors can feel close to each other through festival lighting. At least more than in a normal setting like 

in an office. Just imagine a festival without coloured lighting. This is really weird, therefore, this lighting can 

raise relatedness between each other. 

4. Autonomy 

The festival visitor has almost no influence on the way the festival lighting is controlled. If the lighting is 

programmed beforehand, they have no influence at all. If that is not the case, the light jockey might pick up 

signals from the audience which will make him change some lights. However, the festival visitors can not adjust 

these themselves. 

5. Competency 

There is no real link between competency and the festival visitor.  

6. Popularity 

Popularity is not something festival lighting is supposed to offer the visitors. It is really focussed on creating a 

mood and atmosphere. 

 

I would like to note that numbers 2, 3 and 4 are close to each other, just like 5 and 6. Festival visitors do not 

appear to have that much needs.   



Economy Paradigms 
Music festival lighting fits the best in the experience and knowledge economy paradigm. The 

different boxes in the table fit the most with this (set of) product(s). Four of them will be 

explained. 

Experimentation 

The stakeholders who work with these lights work a lot in order to create a good lighting 

show. This is done by experimenting what can be done with lighting. This experimentation 

can vary a lot. It can be for example a different lighting setup or a different stage design, 

resulting in different atmospheres for the people to experience.  

Targeted experiences 

Music festival lighting can provide an inspiration for the users by letting them experience 

diverse scenarios, expanding their ambitions.  

Growth 

The industry of festival lighting is also focussed on growth. This can be seen in the figures 

below. Figure 3 shows the festival Tomorrowland in 2010 and figure 4 shows the same 

festival 5 years later, in 2015. One can notice big differences in the size of the festival itself 

and also in the size of the lighting installations.  

Development 

This part overlaps the growth part, because through development in the whole ecosystem of music festival 

lighting, these installations grow bigger and bigger. Developments can be for example new types of lighting 

creating different effects. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3                  Figure 4 



Improvement 
An improvement of this lighting application could be the introduction of an interactive app that the festival 

visitors can use. The app is connected to the lighting through an internet connection. The app is intended to be 

a platform for the users to democratically decide on what kind of lighting (colour, types of lamps, intensity etc.) 

should be used. The light jockey can see how many people have ‘voted’ and the control panel displays an 

average of all the submissions. Then he can decide whether or not to change the lighting to the visitors’ 

preferences. This will greatly improve the autonomic human basic need. Also, new stakeholders will be 

involved such as the internet provider and the app creator. Because the users are more involved, the light 

jockey will have a less added value, although he can still decide whether or not to change the lighting, because 

he will always be the professional.   
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